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Health insurance
rises moderately
A recent campus prise rise of
$1.60 actually constitutes a savings
of $8.40.
Those WSU students who have
noticed that student health insurance has gone from $20 to $21.60 can
be consoled because the cost could
have gone up $10.

Pam Schultz represents one of 304 students at WSU who are currently
covered by the student health plan. [Photo by Marianne Ottmann]

Erdahl addresses
energetic audience
by Joe Bissen
Arlen Erdahl faced no lack of
feedback Saturday during his 90minute "town meeting" in the
Baldwin Lounge of Kryzsko Commons at Winona State.
Erdahl, the United States Representative from Minnesota's First
Congressional District, no sooner
opened the meeting up for questions
than he was hit with advice from the
nearly 100 Winonans in attendance
who were irritated with inflation
and the energy situation.
The lion's share of the session was
spent discussing energy. Erdahl
listened to a number of people who
questioned the authenticity of the
oil shortage, but Erdahl differed.
"We live in a world of finite
resources, and we're going to run
out of some, whether it's in 20 years
or 30 years or 100 years."
Erdahl recently voted for a bill to
decontrol domestic oil prices and
allow a tax concession for companies
that invest some of their profits into
finding new energy. That bill passed
by a 191-188 vote.
Erdahl said he voted for the bill in
order to "offset the increased cost of
fuel to those who depend on it for
their livelihood."
The representative also is looking
for a decreased dependency on
OPEC for oil, but said, "We criticize
OPEC for being rather aggressive
sellers of oil, but we still buy it. We
need some leverage, we have to be
able to say, 'We won't buy it any

No medical examination is necessary to take out the insurance. In
fact, stated Bentley, the only requirement is that the policy be paid
for within the first ten days of the
quarter.

Because of a growing number of
claims and because hospital and
medical prices are rising, the company felt it could no longer provide

Bids included one for $30, one for
$23, and the winning bid of $21.60,
submitted by Rushmore Mutual Life
Insurance Company of Rapid City,

There are currently 304 WSU
students enrolled in the university
insurance policy. Only nine students
chose to pay the $130 premium for
family coverage.

Friends of Bob Schad
saddened by death
Schad was killed last Saturday,
Oct. 6th in a one car accident in
which he was one of six passengers.
James Melvin, the driver, was the
only other person injured and still
listed in critical condition at St.
Mary's Hospital in Rochester.

Because the overwhelming majority of members in the audience were
over 50 years old, Erdahl addressed
few student issues. He did say,
though, "The best investment our
society can make is towards education." Erdahl also recently voted for
a bill to create a Department of
Education.
Another bill which was passed
Friday in Congress and which
Erdahl voted for was a veterans
benefits act to guarantee the delivery of checks and money to
veterans. Erdahl expressed concern
over the fate of the veteran who
wants to pursue an education and
Continued on page 5

According to Chuck Bentley, who
is in charge of claims for the
insurance policy, it is fortunate that
the price did not go up higher.
Bentley feels the policy is a good one
and well worth the price.

Guaranteed Life & Trust of
Chicago, the company which underwrote last year's policy, requested a
price raise to $30. As justification
for that increase, they offered their
decreasing profit margin.

Winona State University lost a lot
of color and beauty in its student
body this fall according to the family
and friends of the late Bob Schad.

more.' "

South Dakota.

Rather than lose benefits or
accept the 50 percent premium
increase, the State University System decided to see if some other
company would provide insurance
for a smaller cost. Bids were sought
from 21 companies. Only three bids
were received.

by John Hotzfield

Congressman Arlen Erdahl

the same benefits for the same
price. Diane Dingfelder, Assistant
to the Vice-President of Student
Affairs, said they offered either the
same price with decreased benefits
or the same benefits for a higher
premium than their alternatives.

"He just like having a good time,"
remarked Bill Schad, "he didn't
have any enemies."

in my mind" states Zabel, "to put
him into words is hard for me right
now."

Schad was engaged to be married
within four months to Lisa Moeller.
"Me and a bunch of others were
supposed to be in his wedding,
instead we end up being his pallbearers," Zabel dejectedly said.

So as the winter winds start to
settle in on Winona this year, the
friends of Bob Schad will have one
less smile to warm their hearts, and
one less friend they know they could
count on in times of trouble.

And what a shock it was for all of
Schad's friends and family when the
accident happened. "It's still a block

For as one classmate of Schad's
put it; "He was the type of guy who
would rip his arm off for you."

"He never put himself or anyone
down," recalled Steve (Shorty) Hanson, a WSU classmate, "he was
always smiling...he was a helluva
guy and a great friend."
Schad was a junior at WSU who
had just recently changed his major
from art to Business administration.
"He did everything on his own, he
never had to be told what to do,"
said the youngest of his three older
brothers, Bill, "he was an outgoing,
independent person."
Schad, 20, is also survived by a
younger sister and his mother. His
father died of cancer two months
ago. "When he was down, he was
never down very long," recalled Ted
Zabel, a close friend who grew up
with him in Plainview. "He was an
optimist."
Schad was a captain on his high
school wrestling and golf tams. He
also enjoyed bow hunting, painting
and "just being out in the woods,"
according to Zabel.
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English teacher finds Europeans congenial
by Cathy Blowers
"It was nice to get up in the
morning and know that what I had
in front of me was a day filled with
challenges, everything from finding
the right words to buy bread and
butter to understanding the iconography of a Gothic cathedral,"
stated Dr. Kent Cowgill.
Cowgill, an English professor at
Winona State University, is back
teaching this year after a sabbatical,
a leave provided to professors for
rest, travel, or research. He spent
six months overseas studying European culture.
Cowgill said he wanted to go to
Europe to "study things that I
thought would be of value to me in
teaching." He remarked that he
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Cowgill said that he had found his
European stay extremely fundamental, noting that he can appreciate the art more now, after having
experienced it directly.
"I am more enthusiastic about my
subject matter, and perhaps that
enthusiasm makes the students
more enthusiastic." Cowgill added
that this was a tentative conclusion,
since the quarter is still young.
The major portion of Cowgill's
time was spent in France, Italy and
England. He, his wife and two
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found it difficult to teach a subject
that he had no firsthand experience
in. "I am more confident now that I
can give my students a better sense
of the culture in which the art was
produced."

\
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children lived and traveled in a
Volkswagen camping van during
their stay.
In observing the European lifestyle, he noted that Europeans
seem to know a lot more about
Americans than we know about
them. "My biggest criticism of
Americans is that we are an insular
people."
Cowgill was amazed at the speed
with which Europeans learn language. He feels that this facility is
correlated with their enthusiasm to
learn about other cultures.
Cowgill remarked that there was
"sheer joy" in being away from the
mailbox and telephone. Daily concerns were minimized in one sense,
he noted, but "there still was the
challenge of finding one's way
around." This challenge "forced us
to versatility and flexibility, and had
a lasting effect on our lives. I find it
easier to deal with the mundane
problems here now."
He found Europeans extremely
helpful, especially if one showed
interest in their culture and was
willing to sacrifice some time and
effort. "Europeans are eage -r to
show Americans their hospitality."
To illustrate this point, Cowgill
said that his family had spent three
days with a "distant acquaintance,"
when no prior arrangement had
been made. Their hosts gave them a
tour through Barcelona, Spain,
complete with "dinner and a very
expensive bottle of wine."
Not only that, Cowgill remarked,
but the family was invited back for
Christmas vacation. "So we went
Christmas shopping in Barcelona,
and spent the holidays in a beautiful
cottage north of Barcelona on the
coast of the Mediterranean."
They even had a tree, he added,
but no decorations. "So we made
some, with everything from orange
peels to egg shells."
After their return to America,
Cowgill and his family had to
readjust to the pace of life here. "In
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Professor Kent Cowgill [Photo by Marianne Ottmann]
Europe, time is not such a big factor
Their lives are just not run by the
clock as ours our here."
He spent the last six months of his
sabbatical in the states, researching
Chaucer and writing.
Cowgill got his Ph.D. from the
University of Nebraska in 1970 and

Emmomm I

When asked about future plans,
Cowgill stated, "I plan to stay in
Winona; I really enjoy it here, but of
course, I'd never pass up a chance to
go back to Europe."

Steinem to speak
in Rochester
World renowned feminist and
journalist Gloria Steinem will be in
Rochester on Sunday, October 28, to
speak on "Women, Families and
Reproductive Rights."
Steinem, the editor and founder
of MS magazine, is one of the
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has been teaching at Winona State
since. He enjoys tennis, trout fishing, and has an avid interest in
painting.

452-2572

KEGS ALSO AVAILABLE

country's best known and most
critically acclaimed non-fiction writers. Ms. Steinem most frequently
writes on politics and current sociology with special emphasis on
political movements among women
and minority groups.
The Steinem event, sponsored by
Friends of Planned Parenthood and
Rochester Community College, will
be held at 5 p.m. at the Rochester
Community College Theatre. Advance reservations are necessary.
Call 452-8732 or 452-4021 for reservations and for more information.
Tickets cost $4; $2 for senior
citizens and students. Refreshments
will be served.
Friends of Planned Parenthood is
an organization which is part of the
national network of people who
believe that reproductive health
care is a vital necessity. Its goals are
to create a community awareness
and to provide support for the broad
range of services of Planned Parenthood.

CARING IS
PART OF THE CURE
Work with an all BSN nurse
team — the Army Nurse
Corps. All specialities available, choice of assignment,
rapid pay increases, fully paid
specialty courses. For information call collect
Jim Barber
612-725-6141
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Students face stiffer
CLEP requirements
by Lori Menard

The College Level Examination
Program (CLEP) at WSU will be
undergoing some changes before
the next examination period in
December.
Currently, the only change has
been in the Freshman English part
of the exam. The change will be to
eliminate the 40th percentile ranking for a passing grade.
The CLEP objectives are to
acknowledge superior high school
accomplishment. CLEP also provides a channel for completing
general education and specific
course requirements, and the program is designed especially for
adults.
Examinations are given in five
areas: English composition, humanities, natural sciences, mathematics,
and social sciences-history. The
exams can be taken all together,
separately or in any combination.
The tests are 90 minutes in length
and multiple choice. The tests are
scored by ETS on a reported scale of
200-800. Successful completion of
the exam will satisfy some general
education requirements.
There are many advantages to
CLEP. Students can put more
emphasis on learning in new areas
instead of reviewing old areas.
CLEP allows for time-shortened
degree programs. Individuals without very much traditional education
can put their experience toward
academic credits.
Costs for the CLEP examinations
are $20. In order to retake an exam
a student must wait a minimum of
six months and must repay the fee
when he/she reschedules.

The student who_wishes to take a
CLEP exam must register at the
Student Counseling Center. The
scoring takes about six weeks. Both
student and university receive a
copy of the test results; the student
also receives information on interpreting the score. There is no
uniform way to accept credit for
CLEP, so acceptable scores at one
institution may not be acceptable at
another institution.
Changes are foreseen before the
examination period in December, in
specific areas. However, the objectives and advantages that CLEP
offers the student will remain the
same.

.

The new floor covering for the gym was recently purchased by the Social Cultural Activities Committee [SCAC]
for concerts. The floor covering was incorrectly pictured in the last issue of the "Winonan."
[Photo by Kurt Schwacke]

Admissions Director
sees rising enrollment
by Troy P. Dokken

Enrollment at Winona State University has increased four and
one-half percent over the past five
years according to WSU's Assistant
Registrar, Dennis Martin..
Recently, the Higher Education
Coordinating Board (HECB) projected that enrollments will be
decreasing in the future. According
to the report, enrollments are
expected to drop between one and
three and a half percent in the next
five years, and in ten years they will
have decreased between 12 and 15
percent.
In spite of the HECB's projections, Director of Admissions, J.A.
Mootz, expects next year's enrollment to "hold even or increase by

one or two percent." Mootz says,
"There are some things the HECB
fails to include in their report
projections such as the possibility of
more students persuing college than
before."
Mootz pointed out that there is a
higher concentration of Minnesota's
population in the Southeastern part
of the state, and that big cities like
Chicago have easier accessibility to
WSU ag opposed to a college such as
Bemidji State. Mootz feels that
WSU will be less affected by the
projected decline in enrollment by
"doing a better job" and continuing
to offer good programs with quality
education at an economical price.
Mootz noted that a current illustration of this philosophy would be the
newly added computer science
course which is presently available.
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Reason for student apathy?
There weren't over ten students who got up Saturday morning to listen
to Representative Arlen Erdahl at his "Town Meeting" in the Baldwin
Lounge.
The students were easily outnumbered by senior citizens who not only
sat in on the meeting but were not the least bit timid in sounding off.
It would be easy to simply accuse the student body of being too apathetic
to care about what Erdahl said. It would be easy to say students were more
concerned about nursing their hangovers than to listen_ to a Congressman.
It would be easy, but that is not the only reason students didn't show.
Another reason is that students aren't affected by what goes on in
Congress as much as most other citizens. That's not to say students aren't
affected at all. Certainly, everybody pays for inflation and an energy
shortage. And that's not to say students shouldn't care. Their feedback is as
important as anybody else's.
But most students are locked into a pretty secure life in the confines of
college. Worries of defense spending and tax cuts take a back seat to peer
pressure and passing organic chemistry classes. Most students have life
good enough that the need to complain about things like inflation isn't there.
As one'
ne teacher says, "Students are the only people who can live below the
poverty level and enjoy themselves."
If you do decide to blame apathy alone, don't point your finger at students
alone. Faculty and administration attendance at the town meeting was
worse than student attendance. There was just one instructor and no
administrators noticeable in the crowd.
Very few issues come up in Congress that deal specifically with students.
Even Student Senate President Steve Erickson admitted that few of the
problems Erdahl deals with affect just students.
Erdahl seemed quite open to supporting any student issues which might
come up, though, as he said, "The best investment our society can make is
towards education." Erdahl also was in vigorous support of veteran's
benefits, especially in grants for education for vets.
It was amusing to see at the town meeting that so many people still don't
believe in the energy shortage. In many of their narrow minds, they know
they can get oil when they want it now, and see no reason why that should
change. It seems they have lived with oil for so long that they can't accept
having to be without it. It seems they have no idea that the entire inside of
the earth is not an oil well.
One man who favored an increase in the use of gasohol had the right idea
but the wrong approach. One breath after this man said that "nature took
care of my land for 30 years," he wanted to rape the land so he could chop
down trees to make wood alcohol. He mentioned nothing of ruining the
balance of nature or replenishing the land which he was so eager to exploit.
Erdahl took a pleasing step away from party lines Saturday in
downplaying the importance of an arms race. "I think there is a need for a
strong military in today's world, but are we going overboard? I have some
reservations that we are," he said.
He pointed out that each member of the Big Three (The U.S., USSR and
communist China) fear each other, and that "it makes the hair stand on end"
to think of the possibilities. Erdahl wondered why the three countries
couldn't just trust each other a little more. Second the motion.
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Students demand philosophy major
Dear Editor:

Whatever happened to the liberal
education — the full rounded education which nurtures the expansion
and creativity of the student's
mind?
That is what we, the students for
a Holistic Education are trying to
find out. When was it that WSU
made the turn from a university to a
vo-tech. No doubt the change was a
giadual one. Perhaps so that we
would not become outraged by the
audacity of the administration, who
seem to feel that the bucks come
before the brains, and that the
expansion of one's billfold is more
important than the expansion of
one's mind.

questioning, innovative minds able
to approach our problems with a
new, solidly based perspective.
(Students, consider your mid-terms:
how much time did you spend on
simple memorization as compared to
creative thought?)
We need a Philosophy major at
WSU; it 'puzzles us that people,
especially those in the administration, fail to see this. Perhaps they
are not aware that (except for

Outraged? Yes! Indeed we are,
for why should we, as WSU students, have our curriculum restricted based on statistics which favor
the professions which pay the
highest salaries?
It should be obvious that the
entire Liberal Arts and Humanities
curriculum at the school is endangered. However, our main focus at
this time concerns the future of the
Philosophy Department. Specifically, we want to see a major available
where now only a minor is offered.
A major in Philosophy gives a
student a broad base of understanding and a chance to gain knowledge
of himself, and life in general.
It encourages free thinking and
allows the student to examine the
questions and assumptions behind
his other learning. It opens the
mind and ties together what would
otherwise be a disjointed jumble of
facts.
What is needed in these troubled
times is not a horde of automatons
filled with answers, but fresh,

honors graduates, who also have a
shaky status on campus) Philosophy
majors have the highest rate of
acceptance at medical and law
schools. Both St. Mary's College and
The College of St. Teresa offer
majors in Philosophy, yet many of
their students come here to take
their courses. And why is that? The
answer of course is that WSU has a
fine Philosophy department.
Continued on page 9

by Cathy Blowers

When time dies
by Cathy Blowers

In Tokyo, Japan, the clock read
7:00 a.m. In Moscow, Russia, it was
1:00 a.m. In Washington, D.C. the
time was 5:00 p.m. On Sunday, Oct.
8, 1986, "time" died. Everywhere in
the world, clocks simply ceased to
function. Believed cause of death?
An energy stroke, EPB (electrical
pulmonary blockage) had caused
stoppage of the hands.
In the jungles of Africa, the event
went virtually unnoticed. In Kingston, Jamaica, natives took it in
stride. In North America, however,
the event triggered chaos.
On the industrial scene, tragedy
occurred. Production lines ceased to

be efficient. Without the guidance of
seconds, minutes, and hours, productivity gave way to panic. Timetuned circuits everywhere went
haywire.
For the citizens, the situation
caused major holocaust. People,
suddenly confused and disoriented,
resorted to hysterical, panic-stricken behavior.
Having been conditioned to function by the whims of the hour hand,
they no longer trusted, or knew how
to identify their biological or intellectual signals. They were infants
without the guidance of their pendulum parents.
People didn't know when to eat,
when to drink, when to get up, or
when to go to bed. Previously,
hungry had been correlated to 8:00
a.m., 12:00 noon, and 6:00 p.m.
Tired had been defined as 10:00 p.m.
Wake-up had been determined by
an alarm clock. Without the structure of their clock-ruled lives,
people became the aimless victims
of the technological age.
Today is Oct. 17, 1979. The year
1986 is right around the corner and
our society is changing. Through
technological advancement, we have
become conditioned to the rapidly
structured pace of the era. Precision
warrants a high degree of effectiveness, a degree of effectiveness that
is dictated by time.
Each number on the face of the
clock triggers a particular action on
our part. How many times a day do
we think of doing something and
check the time before we make the
decision to carry out our plan? Could
we survive without the hours and
minutes that guide our days, or
would our entire living structure
simply fall into a confused, disoriented state? It's something to think
about. Funny, isn't it, what time
does to people:
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Senate
committees
project goals
by Mary Kaye Spurr
The student senate committees
have set goals for the year, and the
goals are as different as the committees themselves.
The newest committee is the
legislative affairs committee that
will deal with state legislation and

local issues that may affect students. The committee will not only
look into Minnesota laws but Wisconsin, Illinois and Iowa as well.
"The committee will inform students about such laws as the higher
drinking age and higher tuition
rates," says Dana Schneeberger,
Vice-President of the Student Senate.
Other committees are working on
evaluating last spring's pre-registration. Schneeberger said questionnaires will be issued to evaluate
the summer fee payment and class
advising. She added that the academic affairs committee is trying to
organize "student advisors for preregistration to help students find
replacements for closed classes."
Student ambassadors are being
considered as an alternative to

former admission practices, said
Schneeberger. Mankato State University has used the procedure to
reach high school students and
Winona State may try this program.
Another proposal is a Leadership
Seminar. Schneeberger said the
plan is to get leaders of campus
organizations and community leaders together for a workshop. The
workshop, she said, would include
interpersonal communications, seeing different viewpoints and learning about leadership.
The Purple Room and connecting
rooms, it was decided, will not be
designated a study area. Schneeberger said the area will be open to
groups upon request, but signs will
be posted to limit noise.

lr

The Student Activity Fund Committee
in a meeting with President Hanson
in his office.
[Photo by Kurt Schwacke]

Other concerns of Student Senate
Committees this year are campus
parking, security, a tutoring service, a yearbook and a brochure
about the Student Senate.

This year's Homecoming activities are marching to the beat of "A
Salute to the Seventies." The spirit
began last week with the InterResidence Hall Council homecoming
button sales.
Preliminary king and queen candidates were voted on last Thursday. From the 21 women and 14 men
nominees, the following 12 were
chosen and will enter the final
elections tomorrow: men — Bob
Stouffer, John Kaplan, Gary Kadansky, Dave Kellogg, Dave Ihns,
and Steve Erickson; women —
Carolyn Cerrato, Kim Davis, Janet
Ekstrom, Jo Page, Dana Schneeberger, and Mary Dawn Thompson.
Activities opened with the 500 card
tournament last night in the Student Uion Smog, organized by
Renee Varichak.
A lack of interest and participation has forced a schedule change in
the events planned for today. According to Homecoming Chairman
Jean Bentley, "Only three teams
had signed up to enter the Way Out
Wacky Games, so we had to cancel
them."
In addition, the River City Jazz
Band (dixieland jazz) scheduled to
perform at the Bandshell from 5:30
to 7:30 tonight will perform in the
Student Union Smog due to the
construction at the Bandshell.
These two alterations forced the
food service picnic to be moved to
Kryzsko Commons Mall. Bently
stated that "We've had to cancel the
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Continued from page 1

feels the government "has been
backing out of its commitment to
veterans. We should be willing to
increase educational benefits and
some occupational benefits."
Standardized tests used to place

students in colleges and jobs have
been abused, claimed Erdahl, and he
also advocated a moderate tax
credit to pay for post-high school
tuition.

Homecoming fes tivities
commence
by Barb Pretzman

SERVICES

Way Out Wacky games before, but
we've always been able to hold the
food service picnic at the lake."
As the week winds up, tomorrow
brings the final king and queen
elections to be held from 10:00 a.m.
to 2:00 p.m. in the Smog and Minne
Hall; and 10:00 to 2:00 and 4:00 to
6:00 p.m. in the cafeteria.
The evening brings us entertainment from Weave and Way (a
bluegrass band) in the MoreyConway courtyard from 5:00 to 7:00
sponsored by the Social Cultural
Activities Committee. The dance
will feature a 70's celebrity, look-

4"sallette,
BEERS

DOMESTIC AND IMPORTED
LIQUORS CORDIALS
WINES

CHILLED TO YOUR TASTE AND PLEASURE

OPEN DAILY TO 10 P.M.
50 WEST MARK STREET PHONE 452-9851

alike contest, with judging at 5:45.
Prizes are: 1st place — $40; 2nd
place — $30; 3rd place — $20; and
4th place — $10. In case of rain the
event will be held in the Smog.
At 6:00 p.m. the cheerleaders will
lead a pep rally in the Kryzsko
Commons Mall.
The coronation ceremony will
commence at 8:00 p.m. in the old
Memorial Hall gym. Guest speakers
for the occasion include: Miss
Winona, Elaine Walski and WSU
President Robert Hanson. Entertainment will include Change of
Pace Singers, Newman Center's
Koinonia, and the cheerleaders.
Continued on page 12
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PAPA

Jolt' s

:

Th

PAPA
JOHN'S

PIZZA

Accessories Special!
Disc Washers — Only $11.99 — Suggested Retail $15.50
Soundguard Kits — Only $5.99 — Suggested Retail $7.99
Soundguard Refills — Only $3.79 — Suggested Retail $4.99
Memorex Head Cleaners — Only $1.49 — Suggested Retail $1.99
(for cassettes or 8-tracks)
Buy 3 Maxell UDXL II C-90's & Get a 12 Cassette Storage Case
for FREE — Only $12.49 — Suggested Retail $15.99

Sale Ends 10-20-79
HOURS: 10:15-6 p.m.
Monday-Thurs.
(Corner of Main & Mark) Fri.: 10:15 to 9 p.m.
Sat.: 10:15 to 5 p.m.
73 W. Mark Street

COME AND ENJOY
A PIPING HOT PIZZA
Also Serving Spaghetti, Tacos,
Gondolas, Papa John Burgers, Chicken,
and Our Brand New

Surf Burger

$1°° Off Large Pizza
Every Tuesday
OPEN DAILY AT 4:00
For Quick Deliveries Call

Phone 452-1234
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Arts g Entertainment
Hot Trax
The Eagles
The Long Run
(Asylum)
by John J. Dalesandro
If you are looking for another
romantic ballad comparable to "New
Kid in Town," or another gut-level
rocker like "Life in the Fast Lane,"
don't look toward the new Eagles
album with such thoughts in mind.
These class musicians from Los
Angeles have turned the tables on
us with their latest release entitled
The Long Run. Sure it's got the
excellent harmonies of Don Henley,
Glen Frey, and Don Felder. And you
can even be sure it's got the
multi-purpose craftsmanship of the
ex-Poco bassist Timothy B. Schmit.
And you know you can bet your
ounce that it contains the cleanest,
most enjoyable guitar work from
Joe Walsh.
But, this new release from the
Eagles has much more to offer than
"Hotel California." It offers the
listener with a broader expansion of
The Eagles in studio sound, musical
transition, and lyrical connotations
that seem to explain what their lives
have been like since the release of
"Hotel California" almost two and a
half years ago.
"In the City," "King of Hollywood," and "The Sad Cafe" come
across with the style and timing of
the Eagles of the past. "Heartache
Tonight," "I Can't Tell You Why,"
and "Teenage Jail" are refreshing
cuts which furnish us with guitar
solos from Glen Frey (who also does
a lot more of the lead vocals than in
the past), some superb slide guitar
work from Joe Walsh, and some
lead vocals from Timothy B. Schmit
who had never sang lead before.

Dance theatre holds ballet
The Minnesota Dance Theatre
will appear in concert at WSU's
Performing Arts Center on October
30 at 8:00 p.m. The appearance is
sponsored by the Tri College/University Concert and Lecture Series
and the Winona State University
Social Cultural ActivitiesCommittee.

The company has appeared
throughout the Midwest, on the
East Coast and in Europe, and was
featured for two seasons at the

Tickets for the production are
available from Janet Sill, 225 Somsen. Students are urged to get their
tickets early, due to the limited
seats available.

Available seating is limited. Students from the two colleges and the
University will be given priority
seating. Any available tickets may

Under the artistic direction of
distinguished choreographer and
teacher Loyce Houlton, the company is one of the few dance groups
in the world which perform a

Where is
Billy Hayes?
Billy Hayes, the subject of the
movie Midnight Express, is alive,
and constantly touring the U.S. on
the topic of his stay of several years
in a Turkish prison because of an
attempt to smuggle hashish to
America. He was sentenced to 30
years, until his escape.
He still smokes grass, he says, but
is "careful not to get caught." In
most European countries, he says, a
person can be sentenced to two or
three years for a joint.
(courtesy of Creative Loafing)

The Minnesota Dance Theatre will appear in the PAC on Tuesday, Oct. 30 at 8 p.m.

ueen

ssissippi
102 Johnson St. • Winona, Minn.

PRESENTS

"SALT CREEK BAND"

EXCELLENT COUNTRY ROCK
THURSDAY, FRIDAY,SATURDAY
OCTOBER 18th, 19th, 20th
Billy Hayes speaks to students
during his tour of major U.S.
colleges. Although the movie Midnight Express sensationalized his
prison stay, he is happy with it.
[Photo courtesy of Creative Loafing]

KQ's Kalendar
Wednesday, October 17
7:00 p.m. — Wings of Music Acetate
Review — Santana — marathon
Thursday, October 18
9:00 p.m. — BBC Rock Hour — TBA
Friday, October 19
7:00 p.m. — Friday Evening Aperture Hour — Triumverat — Sparticus

be secured at the door on the
evening of the performance.

The Minnesota Dance Theatre
has been named one of Minnesota's
Major State Arts Resources and is
one of the nation's leading regional
dance companies.

The Eagles do their justice to the
crusade of The Insane Coho Lips
with a cut "The Disco Strangler"
which says it all. Cameo appearances from David Sanborn and Bob
Seger can be felt throughout the
entire album and of course the
background vocals on "The Greeks
Don't Want No Freaks" by "The
Monstertones" featuring Jimmy
Buffet.
All in all, this is a class album
with choice music on it. The expertise studio sound can be credited to
Bill Szymczyk who produced the
album. The Eagles have done it
again on their long awaited l.p. on
Asylum Records entitled The Long
Run. Let's hope we don't have to
wait almost two and a half years for
another one.

dynamic blend of classical ballet and Jacob's Pillow Dance Festival in
contemporary dance.
Massachusetts.

Saturday, October 20
2:00 p.m. — Gentleman's Quarters
Classic Album Review — Ted
Nugent
Monday, October 22
7:00 p.m. — Nasty Habit Presents —
Starcastle
Tuesday, October 23
7:00 p.m. — Jackson Street Coffee
House Music Revival — Pousette
Dart Band — Never Enough

MONDAY ONLY

OCTOBER 22nd

CHAMELEON

$2.00 COVER

TUESDAY THRU SATURDAY
OCTOBER 23rd - 27th

MAINSTREET

"CURRENT COMMERCIAL ROCK"
TOP 40 MUSIC

HAPPY HOUR EVERY TUES.-SAT. 7:00-8:30
GAME ROOM HAPPY HOUR
STARTS AT 3:00 AND GOES UNTIL 8:30
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Intensity essential in 'Deer Hunter'
[I1° L322d
14121
by Dan Day
WINONAN Arts Editor
Intense violence and conflict can
be justified in dealing with the
Vietnamese war. Although presenting a more humanistic view than
most war pictures, The Deer Hunter appropriately includes these two
main ingredients.
Perhaps in a motion picture such
as this, "humanism" should be
changed to "realism." Rather than
the cold clips we must watch in any
war movie, The Deer Hunter picks
you up, and sets you down, in a
Vietnamese makeshift war prison

awaiting whatever is to come. You
are a part of what a war like this
really is. Instead of watching thousands of men run at each other
coldheartedly and fall over breathless, you die with each one as an
individual — what every war is all
about.
Robert DeNiro (Godfather II)
holds the lead, securing it very well
as he portrays Mike, the stone-faced
tough guy who takes it all calmly in
stride. The movie seems to key on
the fact that he is extremely
affected despite his rough exterior.
In a scene shortly following his
discharge from the service, he take
to the hills for his favorite sport of
deer hunting. Always casual and
adept, he rarely scoured the treeline
without a score, when he sees a
massive buck standing before him
he abruptly discharges the rifle way
off mark yelling, "you win!"

Christopher Walken, playing
Nick, and the late John Cazale as
Steve, do a good job of scaring us
away from war and its effects.
Walken becomes so overwhelmed
with what happened during the
course of the war that his mind
becomes obsessed with the click of
an empty revolver casing, and the
sound of the sudden intrusion of
silence caused by the three inch
barrel.
Cazale (Stevie) is wed on the day
before the three (Nick, Steve and
Mike) leave for 'Nam. He holds the
least amount of tolerance of the
three men, coming close to death in
the Vietcong prison camp. Returning an invalid, his fate destroys the
American ideal of "standing up for
your country."
As three close friends and coworkers in a steel mill in a small
town in Pennsylvania, the violence
is a necessity to show how the war
could produce such a staggering
effect. They have always been out to
have a good time, they live in very
modest dwellings, and then — the
war.

drink, hunt, and do the evil deed. Russian roulette scenes are nothing
Yet, this again is possibly a more short of horrifying.
realistic than chauvinistic attitude.
The Deer Hunter offers high-level
Technically, the soundtrack and entertainment and energy that is
cinematography is very interesting, hard to find these days. It is a
if not enchanting in nature. The horror film, yet all is real.

It beats the burgers
at their own beefy game!

Beet
Burrit

Beat the burger blahs
with our big Beef Burrito!
It's got more juicy, meaty flavor than
the biggest burgers plus fresh grated
cheese and onions wrapped in a soft
flour tortilla.

Many women don't appreciate
this film nearly as much as the male
audience, but that's understandable.
War has always been very masculine; there is little romanticism
involved throughout; and it's very
chauvinistic in approach. Men like to

Welcome
Back
Steve Gwilt, holding the lead role of Richard in the WSU production of
Richard HI receives finishing touches on his costume from costume
designer Janise Martin. The play will be performed beginning October 24 in
the PAC. Tickets for the performance will be available soon from the PAC
Box Office. [Photo by Marianne Ottmann]
4

Another
Great
Service

Budweiser
Drinkers

BRECK DOKKEN

BUDWEISER MICHELOB HEINEKEN
KEGS CATERED TO YOU PERSONALLY BY SHEEPDOG

1/4 or % BARRELS OF
MICH, BUD, OLD STYLE, SPECIAL EXPORT, ETC

FROM

GENTLEMAN'S QUARTERS
BARBER SHOP
RIDE THE T-BUS OUT TO SEE US
AND WE'LL FLIP YOUR FARE
BACK FOR FREE!!!

Gentleman's
Quarters
WESTGATE SHOPPING CENTER
454-1580

NOVELTIES SOLD AT DISCOUNT RATES
• WINDBREAKERS

* LAMP

* VISORS

* T-SHIRTS

* SWEATERS

* CARDS

* HATS

* VESTS

* SCARF

* MUGS

* RUGBY SHIRTS

* ASH TRAYS

* BOTTLE OPENERS

"SHEEP DOG"
454-3150

WINONA, MN.
SCHOTT DISTRIBUTING
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Ste
VII LW"
From other campwes
Bemidji State
University
The amount of financial aid received by BSU students is the
highest it has ever been, according
to Robert Frazey, BSU director of
Financial Aids. Frazey stated that
last year over $4 million in financial
aid was awarded to 2,653 students.
This year over $5 million was
dispursed among 2,807 students.
Due to the Middle Income Assistance Act, the dramatic increase
came from the Basic Educational
Opportunity Grant (BEOG), said
Frazey.
The Minnesota Association of
Financial Aid Administrators met
last week in St. Paul. Frazey said
that proposals were discussed before the legislature. These include
raising the interest rate of student

loans, merging or eliminating the
National Direct Student Loan
(NDSL), timing and delivery of
money and changing of the BEOG
budget.

Officia Bull
Seniors who wish to interview
must indicate so by placing their
name on the sign-up sheet provided
in the Placement Office. Each
CRUM & FORSTER

student interviewing must have the
application, interview forms, and
resume on file in the Placement
Office at least 48 hours prior to the
October 24 (Placement Department)
8:00 a.m.-4:30 p.m. (fall grads)

interview. Students are also encouraged to have references on file,
if possible.

Production representatives, claim
personal lines
representatives,
lines
commercial
underwriter,
a
underwriter — bus. admin. &
majors.

K-MART

October 24 (Placement Department)
8:30-4:30 p.m. (fall, winter grads)•

Management trainees — all majors.

DUCKWALL ALCC

October 29 (Placement Department)
9:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m. (fall, winter,
spring grads)

Management trainees — all majors.

BURROUGHS CORP.

October 30 (Placement Department)
a.m.-p.m. (fall grads)

Sales representatives - bus. admin.,
accounting, comp. sc . & • other°
majors.

One proposed solution is to recycle the cans. Because most of the
cans are a steel and aluminum
combination, the cost of shipping
the cans would not be worth the
scrap metal. By Christmas the
university hopes to have switched
totally to aluminum cans. The cans
can be sent to a recycling center and
sold.

FEDERATED INSURANCE
OF OWATONNA

October 31 (Placement Department)
a.m.-p.m. (fall, winter, spring grads)

Management trainees — bus. admin.
& all majors.

BOYS SCOUTS
OF AMERICA!

November 1 (Placement Dept.)
9:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m. (fall, winter,
spring grads)

Scout Executives — all majors.
Scouting experience preferred.

IOWA DEPT. OF
SOCIAL SERVICES

November 6 (Placement Dept.)
a.m.-p.m. (fall, winter, spring grads)

Accounting, bus. admin., sociology,
comp. sc., secretarial. Job classification on file in Placement.

Eventually Moorhead would like
to have their own redemption
center.

FEDERATED INSURANCE
OF OWATONNA

November 8 (Placement Dept.)
9:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m. (fall, winter,
spring grads)

Sales representative — all majors.

PEACE CORPS/VISTA

November 13 & 14 (Student Union)
a.m.-p.m. (fall, winter, spring grads)

Variety of positions — all majors.

Moorhead State
University
Throw away pop cans have
caused problems at Moorhead State.

Campus Shorts
w arriorettes

Symposiums on Smoking

The Warriorettes is a danceline
which performs during the half-time
of football and basketball games
(under the reorganization of Ms.
Susan Kuchenmeister and Julie
Onstrud) has been brought back to
life and needs new members.
Tryouts for the '79-80 danceline
will be at the end of October.
Further details will be in the next
issue of the WINONAN.

A new project is starting tonight
in the Wenonah Room at Kryzsko
Commons.
Anyone interested in the pros and
cons of smoking is invited to come
and learn some differing views. The
symposiums will be held every
Wednesday from 7:00 to 8:00 p.m.

"The Nutcracker Fantasy"
Interested in seeing the Minnesota Dance Theatre perform "The
Nutcracker Fantasy"?
A bus will be leaving Memorial
Hall Sunday, Dec. 16 at 12:00 noon
for the two hour performance.
Curtain time is 3:00 p.m. Sign up
must be accompanied by a check or
money order in full. The total cost is
$12 — bus $5, ticket $7.
Contact Sue Ann Kuchenmeister,
room 128, Memorial Hall by Oct. 31.

Concert in Courtyard
On Thursday, October 18, there
will be a bluegrass concert on the
Morey-Conway Court yard. The
band Weavin' Way will be playing
from 5:00 to 7:00 p.m. The courtyard is located in the middle of the
dormitories Morey-Shepard,
Conway and Richards. There will be
hot dogs and kegs of root beer on
sale for your enjoyment during the
concert. Morey-Conway will hold a
raffle for cowboy hats gift certificates of $20.
For further infor, contact Terri
Dodge 457-2418 or Morey Office
457-2165.
Nursing News

New class officers for the senior
nursing students are:
President — Shannon Foley
Vice-President — Sharon Ebensperger
Secretary — Sharon Wick
Treasurer — Jay Carlson
Junior class officers are:
President — Rochelle Casto
Vice-President — Kevin Smith
Secretary — Joan Nesler
Treasurer — Jane George

On Thursday, Oct. 11, the senior
nursing students had an opportunity to meet Representative Tom
Stoa (DFL).
Stoa stressed the importance of
becoming involved with politics
through professional nursing associations and by voting in elections.
He discussed legislation dealing
with nursing and public health, in
the hope that more nursing students

will become involved in legislation
affecting the nation's health. A
scholarship is available for senior
nursing students with a grade point
average of at least 3.0 and who
would like to work one year at St.
Mary's Hospital in Rochester immediately after graduation. Anyone
interested please contact Dr. Kern.

The Thursday Faculty and Student Soup and Sandwich Luncheon
will be held from 11:30 to 1:00 at the
Lutheran Campus Center, 303
Winona Street.

The new campus pastor at WSU
is the Reverend Ted Dewald, from
Southwest State University, Marshall.
Dewald, who served as Campus
Director for four years at Marshall,
received his bachelor of arts from
Concordia College, Moorhead. He
received his Master of Divinity
degree at Hamma School of Theology, Springfield, Ohio.
Dewald will lead worship services, teach religion counsel and set
up retreats at WSU.

WRC & W.YWCA News
The Women's Recourse Center
and the Winona YWCA will sponsor
the following:
Estate Planning — Ann Peterson,
Department Merchants
Trust
Oct. 17
National Bank
Women and Aging — Panel

Oct. 24
Discussion
Witches, Wicked Women, and
Wonder Woman — to be announced
Nov. 7
Weight Control for Women — Sue
Garber, R.N. St. Mary's College
Menopause: The Pause that Refreshes — Sue Garber, R.N., St.
Nov. 14
Mary's College
Political Letter Writing — Anne
Keller, Women's Political Caucus
President
Meetings will be • held at the
YWCA, 223 Center, Winona, 12:00
to 1:00 on Wednesday.

probation period.
West Center volunteers can attend a training session on Oct. 22,
from 6:30 to 9:00 at the West
Center. East Center volunteers can
attend a training session at the East
Center Oct. 23, 6:30 to 9:00.
WINONA SOUL
Register now for the National
Pro-Life Coalition (NYPLC) Convention!
The Ninth Annual Thanksgiving
For Life Convention will be held
November 23-25 at the Leamington
Hotel in Minneapolis.

Day Care
The Winona Day Care Center has
formulated a program for student
volunteers. The center feels students could perhaps use volunteer
experience as a partial fulfillment of
a class assignment, as independent
study.
All students interested in volunteering, or working on an independent study, must attend a training
session.
Entitled, "Learning and Playing
with Young Children," the training
session will present information on
the day care center, first aid,
behavior management techniques,
and methods of supervising children
during free play.
Volunteers must also take a
mantoux tuberculin test with negative results, and serve a 30 day

SOUL is a member of the national
coalition of youth pro-life groups,
and we can provide transportation
for any WSU students interested in
attending.
The convention attracts 600 to
800 young people from across the
country every year. It builds friendships, knowledge, and competency.
A few of the workshops include:
"The Politics of World Hunger,"
"Death With Dignity — The Hospice
Concept," "Human Genetics, Amniocentesis and Abortion," "The Problems of the Vietnamese Refugees,"
"How to Keep a Youth Pro-Life
Group Alive and Well," and "The
Pro-Life Scene at the National and
State Level."
Registration is $10 per person
Continued on page 9
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Autumnwindsbeckonleaf's
by Cathy Blowers
I never wanted to grow old. I
wanted the freshness of spring, and
the warmth of summer to go on
forever. I longed to be green, and
feel the youth in my veins for an
eternity.
But as of late, I feel a change
within. I'm tired of hanging here, a
victim of the elements. I've seen my
share of summer rains, and soaked
in enough warmth from the sun.
As the days turn colder, I turn
inward. I change from crimson, to
burnt orange, to faded yellow with
each moment of reminiscing. Daily,
the stem that secures me to my
branch grows weaker. They tell me
it is "the natural course of events."

doing, glance back over their shoulders for one last rememberance of
the summer that seemed to be only
yesterday.
I suppose I could mourn the onset
of fall, but I won't. I've lived a long
healthy life, the best any leaf could
expect.
I'm anxious for a chance to rest, to
blanket the ground, to provide
shelter from the snow for some
grasses, and creatures of the earth.
The lake is getting colder, Squirrels are gathering acorns, the sun is
turning a deeper orange in the
western sky, and yesterday I felt
what appeared to be a snowflake.
This morning, somebody picked the
large ripe pumpkin I used to shade
when it was just a sprout.

The pace is slower now. All living
things prepare for change, and in so

The smell of fresh apple pie drifts

with a group of 12 or more,
and $15
flalrntinue"""age
8
per person individually before Oct.
30. Later registration is $20 per
upon the autumn breezes, people person.
dawn woolen sweaters, frost freAnyone interested may contact
quents the early hours, and fog, the Carl Simons at 452-3757, or write:
late evenings. As everything pre- Winona SOUL, P. 0. Box 25,
pares for winter, the desire to Kryzsko Commons, Winona, Minn.
hibernate envelopes me.
55987.
Attention all SOUL members or
Soon, much of what has seemed
those interested in SOUL:
vibrantly alive will appear to close
There will be a pizza/roller skatits door against the winter's harshing party Thursday, Oct. 18 at 9:00
ness. I will not be among those who
dwell above the snow, for that is not
my fate.

Before I descend (which I expect
shall be soon now), I shall proudly
display the colors of my final season,
before the icy whiteness of winter
claims its terrain.

Philosophy
Continued from page 4
We have, at present, two full-time
and one part-time professors, all of
whom are highly skilled and dedicated teachers. With a staff of this
caliber there is no reason why we
shouldn't have a major offered in
this field.
The Liberal Arts and Humanities
at this University are not receiving
fair consideration. If you think this
is wrong, come to the Purple Room
in Kryzsko Commons on Monday,
October 22 between 4:00 and 7:00
p.m.
Thank you
Students for Holistic Education

Page 9
p.m. This is a great chance to get to
know each other better or to find
out a bit about SOUL. Contact Carl
Simons at 452-3757 for more info or
for transportation.
WSU Students
Are you upset about the housing
situation, parking, high bookstore
prices, library hours, or any other
campus problems?
We need your participation to get
the problems solved. For more
information, stop by the Student
Senate office in the Smog.

BROTHERS
COLLEGE INN

Pizza Headquarters

SUNDAY
PRE-GAME BRUNCH
10-12
ALL YOU CAN EAT
Pitchers of Bloody Marys
Served During Brunch

R52-78641
DELIVERY SERVICE
151 E. 3 St

AT THE BOOKSTORE
AWARD RINGS
All athletes can now order their special athletic
ring thru the Book Store. Josten's offers you a big
choice as to the style of ring and the type of sports
that you lettered in.
An autumn leaf awaits its destiny.

1

THE
GREAT ESCAPE.
You dream about it at night...the day you
can close your books, get out of this place and
forget about studying for awhile.
Well, the Great Escape is here ...this
weekend, with Greyhound. Escape to the
country or go see some friends. Just decide
which escape route you want and we'll do
the rest.
We'll get you out of town and away from the
books so you can clear your head. It doesn't cost
much and it'll do you a world of good.
So make the Great Escape this weekend ...
with Greyhound.
To
Chicago
Madison
Mpls.
Mankato
St. Paul

One-Way Round-Trip

$18.80
13.75
7.90
9.05
7.85

$37.65
26.15
15.05
17.20
14.95

Arrive
Depart
4:45 pm 1:30 am
4:45 pm 8:25 pm
4:45 pm 7:30 pm
4:40 pm 8:00 pm
4:45 pm 7:10 pm

(Prices subject to change.)

B.C. Dahl — 452-3718 or 452-3738

154 Walnut St.

We accept

VF.A .
num.!!!

Whom you
see thistle

rJ

GO GREYHOUND

CAMPUS PACKS
These packs contain merchandise for both ladies
and men with a retail price over $5.00, now on
special for only 99 cents.
SPECIAL SALE -- RECORDS & TAPES
This special record sale offers over 700 records at
good savings. Priced at $1.99, $2.98 and $3.98. All
major labels, top artists, featuring Jazz, Folk,
Popular and Classical.
RECORDING TAPES
We have in stock for your convenience Memorex
Audio recording tapes in the four major sizes.
MAKE SOMEONE LAUGH
All of the merchandise on this special display is
now being offered at 1/2-price. Give that special
friend something to give them a good laugh.
PENDANT JEWELRY
In the front of the check out is a display of
fashionable custom created Pendant Jewelry. Each
item contains a Greeting Card and mailing
envelope. Regular price was $3.95, now only $2.00
each.
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Sports
Volleyball team wins two,
loses three in week's action
by Pam Rost
and Jim Kohner
The Winona State volleyball team
went through a pretty tough week
last week, losing three out of the
five matches they played.
On Tuesday, the Warriors split
with Loras College and Luther
College in Decorah, Iowa. Loras
topped the Warriors 16-14, 15-8, but
the Warriors rebounded and beat
Luther 15-11, 9-15, 15-10.
Claire Karwacki led the Warriors
with 21 points from the service line
in the two matches.
The Warriors collapsed against
Bemidji State University's accurate
playing at New Memorial Hall
Friday night. The Beavers spiked
the Warriors in three ,straight
games — 15-5, 15-10, 15-6.
Bemidji's strength was not overwhelming power but deliberate
accuracy as more than 50% of their
spikes were successful over the net.
"I was pleased with the way we
were hitting their weak spots,"
commented Bemidji's coach Pat
Rosenbrock.
"Obviously, they are a better
team than us," said WSU coach
Lavonne Fieretk. She quickly added, "We are a much better team
than we showed tonight."
Winona was held to 21 points for
the three games, a contributing
factor to their loss. "We had no
offense," was Fiereck's simple explanation.
Using solid defense, the Warriors
came close to beating Bemidji in the
second game. But, the Beaver's

spontaneous recovery held off Winona's drive. Each of Bemidji's players seemed to be at the right place
at the right time.
Winona's scoring was led by
Karwacki's 8 points. Cathy Hennessy and Betty Hughes. added 10
points each for the Beavers.
Part of Bemidji's success, as
pointed out by Rosenbrock, was
starting freshman Jeanne Blais.
"She played so well that I played
her all around tonight." Rosenbrock
also•commented on the outstanding
play of Hennessy who "led the team
by reading the plays real well."
"We were fearful because this
was a conference game and Winona's always been a strong team,"
Rosenbrock said after the match.
"But, we can never look past them;
they always get better as the season
continues."
In the J.V. game, the Warriors
defeated Bemidji 15-13, 15-13.
On Saturday, the volleyball team
took on Moorhead State and the
University of Wisconsin-LaCrosse.
The Warriors beat Moorhead 15-5,
15-10, 10-15, 15-9, but then lost to
LaCrosse 15-1, 15-13, 15-5. In the
other match, LaCrosse beat Moorhead 15-11, 15-9.
In the match against Moorhead,
the Warriors easily won the first
two games, but Moorhead came
back and won the third game,
scoring the final six points of the
game.
In the fourth and final game,
Winona State trailed 6-5 before
Kathy Bull went to the service line
and helped rattle off six straight
points to put the Warriors up 11-6.

Moorhead hit four straight shots
into the net that helped the Warriors gain the six points.
Sue Thompson served two more
points, and Barb Weldon and Teresa
Clemens served the last two points
for the victory.
"We're playing well at times, but
we're not moving or anticipating
enough," Fiereck. said. "We need to
play more consistently."
Bull led the Warriors with 13
points from the service line, while
Terry Hartman had 11 and Karwacki had 10.
But against LaCrosse, it was a
different story. LaCrosse is a big,
powerful team who specialize in
blocking opposing team's spikes,
and their spikes weren't too bad
either.
"I don't know if we could beat
LaCrosse on our best night, they are
that good," Fiereck said. "We
played them one tough game down
their earlier, and we played them
one tough game up here, but we Sue Thompson of the Warriors unloads on a spike in the volleyball team's
can't put three good games to- loss to Bemidji State. Claire Karwacki and Kathy Bull look on.
[Photo by Yoshiko Okhura]
gether."
In the first game, which LaCrosse
won convincingly 15-1, the Warriors
fell behind quickly 6-0, and could
never get anything generated.
Conf.
O'All
Michele Meyer served eight
W
L
W
L
straight points at the end of the
UM-Morris
4 0
7 0
game to put the final touch on the
Moorhead State
4 0
5 2
Warriors.
UM-Duluth
4
1
5 1
looked like a totally different team
St. Cloud State
3 2
3 4
and led 13-10 before LaCrosse
Michigan Tech
2 2
2 4
scored the final five points of the
Mankato
State
1
3
2 4
game to secure the win.
Southwest State
1 4
2 5
In the final game, the Warriors
Bemidji State
1 4
1 5
WINONA STATE
0 4
1 6
Continued on page 12
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Claire Karwacki: Booster and
scorer of WSU spikers
-by Mike Killeen
Sports Writer
Claire Karwacki calls herself an
"outdoor type of person."
On any given weekend, you might
be able to find Karwacki bluff
climbing or just plain hiking
through the hills. You also may find
her riding her bike or enjoying a
round of golf.
But Karwacki has not gained her
notoriety around the Winona State
campus by being WSU's answer to
Euell Gibbons. Karwacki spends a
majority of her *time in a 60 by 30
foot rectangle in Memorial Hall
more commonly known as a volleyball court.
Karwacki, a four-year player on
the Warrior volleyball squad, is
currently one of the top scorers on
the team, as her point totals -for the
past weekend indicates.
Against Moorhead State University, Karwacki served for 10 points,
and added eight markers against
Bemidji State and six tallies in
competition with UW-LaCrosse.
"I like serving," Karwacki commented. "It's one of my stronger
points.
"It's fun to score points while

you're serving. You have control of
the match and you decide where to
hit the ball," she said.
While Karwacki is one of the
Warrior scoring leaders, she-is also
probably one of the biggest boosters
of the current edition of the Warrior
spikers.
"I think this is the best team
we've had in my four years here,"
Karwacki explained. "We have good
talent, we're young, we get along
together, and we have good coaching.
Karwacki is also a great believer
in the team concept of play in
volleyball.
That concept of team play was
shaped in high school, where she
captained the volleyball team at
Hopkins Eisenhower High School,
as well as playing on the softball,
track and cross country skiing
teams.
"In a team sport such as volleyball, you should not have any strong
individual players. You have to be
involved in so many different phases
of the game," Karwacki stated.
The key to the team concept,
Karwacki feels, is the fact that the
squad gets along well. So well, in
fact, that the Warriors sound like

the Pittsburgh Pirates, whose team
motto is "We are Family."
It's important in a team sport
like volleyball that everyone gets
along good," Karwacki said. "That's
probably more important than how
much talent you have."
Despite the team's togetherness,
the Warriors have gotten off to a
rocky start in the '79 season,
showing a 7-8-3 overall record and a
3-3 mark in the newly-created
Northern Sun Conference.
Karwacki sees the conference and
the resulting divisional setup in
Minnesota schools as a sign of the
times.
"It's something that had to be
done," the senior from Hopkins
stated. "It is a solution to the
problem. Some of the smaller,
private schools didn't stand a chance
at the state tournament."
Those smaller, private schools
now constitute Division III schools,
while WSU and the remainder of
the state university schools are
lumped together in Division H.
"We're in a tough division, but
that should increase our level of
competition. We're hanging in
Continued on page 1 1

Last Week's Scores
Moorhead State 27, WINONA STATE 0
Michigan Tech 26, Bemidji State 24
UM-Duluth 37, Southwest State 0
UM-Morris 27, St. Cloud State 13
Mankato State 41, Bethel 3

Get involved during
Homecoming week
In this week of Homecoming, no
one on campus should find themselves bored.
On Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday, a co-ed flag football tournament will be going on at the lake.
The championship is scheduled for
11:30 on Saturday morning at the
bandshell.
Also Saturday, the main event of

Homecoming, the football game
against Michigan Tech. Tech is
currently 2-2 in the conference and
2-4 overall.
And if you are not a football fan,
the Winona State volleyball team
will be entertaining St. Catherine at
New Memorial Hall.
So if you have nothing to do this
weekend, join in the festivities.

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
Date
Event
Oct. 18 Volleyball vs. Gustavus
Adolphus
Oct. 20 Football vs. Michigan
Tech-HOMECOMING
Oct. 20 Volleyball vs. St.
Catherine
Oct. 20 Cross Country-Conference
Meet
Oct. 22 Volleyball vs. St. Cloud
State

Site
St. Peter

Time
6:00

Maxwell Field

1:30

Memorial Hall

Noon

Bemidji

11:00

St. Cloud

6:00
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Moorhead blanks Warriors 27For the sixth time in seven
games, the Winona State football
team was shutout. On Saturday, the
Warriors suffered a 27-0 loss to
Moorhead, and that game could
have been the low point of the
Warrior offense all year.
Moorhead held the troubled Warrior offense to an NIC-record minus
71 yards rushing. Tony Cannon and
Bruce Martin, the Warrior quarterbacks, were sacked 12 times for a
total of 84 yards in losses.
The leading rusher for the Warriors was Kurt Braun, who picked
up only eight yards in as many

attempts. Mike Graham, who just
became eligible last week, picked up
seven yards in seven carries.
Cannon and Martin did combine
for 101 yards passing the ball.
Martin was three for four for 35
yards and Cannon was five for 20 for
66 yards.
The offense was once again
plagued by costly turnovers. Cannon had four passes intercepted and
the Warriors lost two fumbles, one
which led directly to a Moorhead
touchdown.
For a game total, the Warrior
offense managed just 30 yards total

on 60 plays, a mere half-yard per were both involved in 11 tackles.
play average.
After a scoreless first quarter,
But defensively, it was one of the Moorhead put together a 47-yard
Warriors strongest perfromances of scoring drive early in the second
the year. Moorhead, who is unde- quarter with Mickey Bussen runfeated in league play, was held to ning in from the one. The conversion
only 278 yards total offense.
was good, and Moorhead took the
Linebackers Bob Stouffer and 7-0 lead all the way until halftime.
John Dullard both had outstanding
But two quick third quarter
games. Stouffer was credited with touchdowns by the Dragons put the
17 tackles and Dullard with 14.
_ Warriors in the hole, and that 21-0
Defensive back Dave Simpkins lead lasted until the fourth period
also had a big day with eight when Jack Mastrud recovered a
tackles, a pass interception, and a Warrior fumble in the end zone.
fumble recovery.
This Saturday, it's homecoming
Jim Rickoff and Tim Stanton for the Warriors as they take on

Michigan Tech at Maxwell Field
starting at 1:30.

Men's basketball
meeting
Thursday
Anyone who has not attended a
previous basketball meeting and
wants to try out for the men's
varsity basketball team, there is a
meeting Thursday, October 18, at
4:00 p.m. in New Memorial Hall,
according to Warrior head coach
Jerry Nauman.

Baker, Schiller shine for
Warrior cross country team
by Jim Kohner
Sports Editor

Winona State's Bill Baker captured first place to lead the Warrior
cross country team to a second place
finish in a triangular meet held last
Tuesday at St. Mary's College.
The University of WisconsinLaCrosse JV team won the meet
with 20 points, followed by the
Warriors with 40 points, and St.
Mary's ended up with 110 points.
Baker covered the hilly four-mile
course in 21:54, eleven seconds
ahead of his closest competitor.
Other top finishers for the Warriors
were Todd Rasmussen, 8th, Greg
Fellman 9th, John Oldenberg 12th,
Kevin Murphy 14th, Steve Eckdahl
16th, and Don Traurig 21st.
"Most of our varsity runners ran
well, especially Kevin Murphy,"
Warrior coach Randy Miller said.
"So far this season, Rasmussen has
been a pleasant surprise. He finished a strong second in this meet."
"Baker was no surprise in winning the race," Miller said. "LaCrosse didn't bring their top twelve
runners and Tony Schiller didn't run
for us.
On Friday, the Warriors finished
ninth in the Carlton Invitational in
Northfield.
St. Thomas won the meet with 41
points, while the Warriors ended up
with 233 points.
Tony Schiller finished fifth in the

race and also set a WSU record by
running the five-mile course in
24:51. Darryl Henderson had held
the previous record for two years.
Other finishers for the Warriors
were Baker, with a personal best
time of 26:19, which was good for
39th place. Fellman finished 51st,
Eckdahl in 64th place, Oldenberg in
70th, Murphy in 80th, and Rasmussen in 81st.
This Saturday, the Warriors will
compete in the Conference Meet in
Bemidji. Miller thinks Mankato
State is the team to beat for the
championship, and is confident his
team will improve from last year's
last place finish.
"Right now, I think Tony Schiller
will win the conference meet,"
Miller said. "And if everyone runs
up to their potential, we should do
well as a team."
The following Saturday, the Warriors will compete in the NCAANCC District Meet in Sioux Falls,
S.D. Miller is hoping out of that
meet Schiller will be able to advance
to the NCAA Championships in
Riverside, California. The top 25
runners from that meet will run in
the National meet.
"We're hoping to qualify Schiller
for both the NAIA Nationals and
the NCAA Championships, and the
way he's been running he could very
well do it," Miller said. "It would be
a very big boost for our cross
country program here."

Pe Pe LePews down Richards
Roaches in IM action
by Brian Ryan

After a scoreless first half, Pe Pe
LePews had a 20-point scoring burst
to beat the previously undefeated
Richards Roaches 20-0 in Thursday's 5:00 game.
Pe Pe LePews quarterback Gary
Toman started out slow, throwing
two interceptions in the first half.
This did not affect his performance
in the second half as he threw three
touchdown passes and ran for one

Skips Crew
Mizphitz
The New Yorkers
Vik-queens
The Corrupters
One Hitters
The Bumblers

W
1

extra point.
The first scoring drive covered 70
yards and ended on a Toman pass to
Dave Nessler. Tim Tschumper
caught Toman's second scoring pass
capping off a 60 yard drive. The last
score of the game came on a Toman
to Chris Hanson touchdown pass.
Pe Pe LePews now 3-0 are in sole
possession of first place in the 5:00
league. With their first loss of the
season, Richards ,Roaches drop to
second place in the league.

1
1
0
0
0
0

L

5:00 League

0
0
0
0
1
1
1

High Lifers
Sunshine Gang
Pepe' Le Pews
Bourbon St. Babes
Merrados
8th St. Animals
No Nuts

Karwacki
Continued from page HI

there," she explained.
That division, which includes such
powerful teams as the University of
Minnesota-Duluth (the 1978 state
volleyball champion) and Bemidji
State, will make it tough for the
Warriors to come away from the
state tournament with any hardware.
"They're all beatable. Both
UM-D and Bemidji State are very
consistent, very good teams. But I
think we'll surprise a few people
before the season ends," Karwacki
said.
The key for the Warriors late
season hopes will be playing more
consistent volleyball. As Karwacki
emphasized, "volleyball is a game of
momentum."
"The biggest thing is keeping
momentum on your side," Karwacki
said. A sign of good team is one that
plays consistently."
Karwacki, who is majoring in
therapeutic recreation, plans to
move west following graduation this
spring and look for a job in the
cardiac rehabilitation field.

Todd Rasmussen of the Warriors is surrounded by two LaCrosse runners in
the Warriors cross country meet last Tuesday at St. Mary's.
[Photo by Marianne Ottmann]

THERMATE:
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Prevents heat damage
& mechanical damage
from blow dryers
& curling irons.
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Women's Intramural
Flag Football Standings
4:00 League

On Nov. 3, the Warriors will run
in the District 13 meet in St. Paul. If
the team or any individual advances
from that meet, they will compete in
the NAIA Nationals in Kenosha,
Wisconsin on Nov. 17.
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Volleyball
Continued from page 10
jumped to a quick 3-0 lead, but after
that LaCrosse powered its way to 15
of the last 17 points of the game.
"We're still not at our peak yet,"
Fiereck said. "We have to get more
out of our bench to see how strong
we will be."
"We should be playing our best at
our invitational," Fiereck went on to
say. "That could decide the outcome
of our season because the tournaments are only one week after that."
The volleyball team's record now
stands at 7-8-3. This week, they'll
travel to Gustavus Adolphus on
Thursday, then host the College of
St. Catherine on Saturday starting
at noon.

WANTED

Advertising
Salesperson
for the Winonan
No experience
necessary.
Contact
Steven Prange
113 Phelps
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The Barbers — the nation's leading hairstylist for men and women — can help
you get your head together. The Barbers know its tough to make a change sometimes but they guarantee a change for the best. You can rely on The Barbers
for the latest styling techniques, "wash and wear" cuts you can take care of
yourself, and problem solving techniques sure to help you have healthier and
better looking hair. Call and make an appointment today.

454-4900
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454-6061

REG. $5.95

WARRIOR CAPS $2.95
DOWN-FILLED JACKETS

20% OFF
ALL TENNIS
RACKETS

Looking Good is Where it's at...

• Look Your
Best
Stop In At
Castlai
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HOCKEY STICKS
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Continued from page 5
Saturday, Oct. 20, marches us
into the final day of Homecoming.
The parade will start at 11:00. Its
route will follow Broadway, to
Market to Washington to King
Street, and will resolve at Maxwell
Field. Twelve floats will be in the
parade.
Music will be provided by the
North and South Winneshiek Mustang High School Marching Band

Casual Towne

457-2158 or 454-3415

WINONA STATE
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from Decorah, Iowa. The Sheehan
Hall Kazoo Band will also play in the
parade.
Kick-off for the game against the
Michigan Tech Huskies will be at
1:30 p.m. at Maxwell Field. Float
awards will be presented during
half-time.
Homecoming will draw to a close
with a semi-formal dance featuring
"Cirrus" from 9:00 to 12:00 p.m. in
the East Cafeteria. The dance is
sponsored by Up & Co. and is free to
WSU students.

Homecoming
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-A Nifty, Gifty Item.

63 Plaza East

CHARLIE'S
D & ID LOUNGE
Food & Liquor

• Sunday & Monday Nite Football
— Discount Rates
• Wednesday — Buck Nite, 7 p.m.-1 a.m.
• Thursday — Hot Dogs, 2 for 50t, 6-Midnight
Also:
Winona's Original
ATTITUDE ADJUSTMENT
3 - 6 PM Mon. - Fri.

1

HEMMING'S
MUSIC CENTER
103 PLAZA EAST

Check out our brand new T-shirts.

452-9847
204 W. Second Winona, Minn.
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